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The 32nd First Annual Ig Nobel Prize
Ceremony
Date TBA
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by Alice Shirrell Kaswell, Improbable Research staff

then THINK, were awarded in an online ceremony with the participants distributed
across six continents. The pandemic kept the ceremony from its traditional home at
Harvard University.
This was the 31st First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony. Each winning team was also
awarded cash — a ten-trillion dollar bill from Zimbabwe.

because the ceremony was entirely online

ceremony with animated technological

The Ig Nobel Prizes were handed to the winners by genuine Nobel laureates. The
laureates who helped present the prizes were Rich Roberts (Physiology or Medicine,
Maskin (Economics, 2007), Barry Sharpless (Chemistry, 2001), Robert Lefkowitz
(Chemistry, 2012), Carl Weiman (Physics, 2001), and Eric Cornell (Physics, 2001).
Nobel laureate Jerome Friedman (Physics, 1990) made his traditional pre-recorded
appearance, as he has done in nearly all of the preceding 30 years of ceremonies,
the most notable exception being his startling in-person on-stage participation in
the 2019 ceremony.

Re-Engineered Again for the Pandemic
Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, this year's ceremony again, as in 2020,
happened entirely online rather than in its traditional home on stage at Harvard
University's Sanders Theatre.
The organizers in 2020 invented a way for a Nobel laureate on one continent to hand
an Ig Nobel Prize to a winner on a different continent. The method proved useful again
in 2021. This year's prize is a PDF document that can be printed and assembled to
make a three-dimensional gear with teeth—the gear teeth are pictures of human teeth.
The bottom side is an instruction sheet that tells how to assemble the prize. The PDF
was emailed in advance to the Nobel laureates and the winners. During each prize
presentation, a Nobel laureate held up an assembled prize, congratulated the winners,
and moved the prize past the side of the video screen. The winners reached out the other
side of their video screen and brought the prize into view. The ten-trillion dollar bills
were presented that same way.
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31st First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony [continued]
The Year's Theme: Engineering
The theme of this year's ceremony (though not necessarily of any of the prize-winning
achievements) was “Engineering.”
The ceremony included the premiere of
"A Bridge Between People," a mini-opera
performed by opera singers and scientists.
(The opera’s plot: Children, seeing that
many adults are angry at each other,
decide to literally build bridges—little
tiny suspension bridges—between people.
Each little bridge permanently joins
together TWO angry adults.)
The ceremony also featured the 24/7
LECTURES, in which several of the
world's top thinkers each explained
FOUR (24) SECONDS, and then,
clearly, in SEVEN (7) WORDS. This
year's 24/7 lecturers and their topics:
Gwinyai Masukume (“Drinking Coffee”),
Françoise Brochard (“Soft Matter”),
Chaouki Abdallah (“Feedback Control”),
Patricia Yang (“Excretion Dynamics”),
and Iman Farahbakhsh (“Baby-Washing
Technology”).
videos sent by paper-airplane makers and launchers in about
forty countries. This was a continuation and adaptation of the Ig
Nobel Prize Ceremony tradition (in non-pandemic years, when the
ceremony was held in a theater) in which the audience members
brought paper, which they transformed into paper airplanes, which
they threw at the stage, and some of them were thrown back into the
audience by the people on the stage.

emailed to
the winners

The event, produced by Annals of Improbable Research, was cosponsored by the Harvard-Radcliffe Science Fiction Association
and the Harvard-Radcliffe Society of Physics Students.
Bruce Petschek / Seven Generations Video did the video direction,
engineering, and alchemy, with animation by the team of Tempe
Hale, Julian Petschek, Lily Ericsson, Nick Tinsley, and Bruce
Petschek; webcast engineering by Richard Baguley; fanfare music
by Zachary Hickman, Dietrich Strause, Dr. Thomas Michel,
Julia Lunetta, Ivan Gusev, and Alexey Eliseev; ceremonial
announcements by Karen Hopkin, Christopher Hopkin, Sabine
Begall, and Robin Abrahams; prize design by Eric Workman; and
deft diplomacy by Stephanie Clayman and Adele Traub.

Better Luck Next Year?
The ceremony closed with the traditional words: "If you didn't win
an Ig Nobel Prize tonight — and especially if you did—better luck
next year."
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31st First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony [continued]
And This and That
WEBCASTS: The ceremony was
webcast live for the 27th consecutive
of any kind streamed over the Internet.)
This year, there was also a webstream in
Japanese, produced in cooperation with
NicoNico.

IG INFORMAL LECTURES: The

new winners will give free public talks—
the Ig Informal Lectures—in the weeks
following the ceremony. Those talks are
being posted on the Improbable Research
web site. In pre-pandemic years, the talks
were held at MIT, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, in the days
immediately following the ceremony at
Harvard.

MUSEUM EXHIBITION: The

ceremony coincided with the opening of
a special Ig Nobel museum exhibition in
Fukuoka, Japan, that had been open to the
public for more than two months.

RADIO: A specially edited recording
of the ceremony will be broadcast in the
USA, for the 30th year of its own joint
tradition, on public radio's "Science
Friday" program on the day after
Thanksgiving.

IG NOBEL EUROTOUR: The
Ig Nobel EuroTour, visiting cities and
towns in many countries, happened
annually for nearly two decades until the
Covid-19 pandemic intervened in 2019.
the unsteady, not especially coordinated
behavior of many governments in dealing
with the pandemic), that at least a small
version of tour will happen in March/
April 2022.
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31st First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony [continued]

Until the Covid-19 pandemic, the ceremony was funded
almost entirely from ticket revenues from people who
journeyed to be part of the audience—
and part of the show—at Sanders Theatre.
However, in 2021, as in 2020… no audience, no tickets, no
ticket revenues, no funding. The ceremony was organized
and built only with a tremendous amount of volunteer effort
and time from a large number of people.
If you would like to help the Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony
continue, maybe for another 30 years(!) or more, if you can,
please donate to the ceremony at

www.improbable.com/DONATE.
Also, please subscribe to this magazine: Annals of
Improbable Research!
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